Section 1
Read each question carefully.
Tick the circle next to the correct answer.

Which of these words is an adjective?
0 cat
0 enormous
0 bed

Which word is a noun?
0 bird
0 sing
0 easy

Which punctuation mark should go at the end of this sentence?
I like to run and play outside __
0?
0 .
0 !

Which word in this sentence needs a capital letter?
we can go to the store.
0 store
0 go
0 we

Which word best completes this sentence?
My _______ is very nice.
0 jump
0 teacher
0 see

Which word is spelled correctly?
0 lookid
0 many
0 frends

Which of the following is a complete sentence?
0 The little brown bird.
0 I saw a little puppy.
0 Went to see Mike.

Which word would come first if the words were in alphabetical order?
sleep breakfast toy
0 breakfast
0 toy
0 sleep
0 Will

Which of these words is an adverb?
0 slow
0 pink
0 quickly
0 Huge
Section 2

Read each question carefully.

Fill each gap with an appropriate adjective.

a) A ............................................ butterfly.

b) A ............................................ child.

c) A ............................................ sunrise.

d) A ............................................ dog.

Rearrange the words to form sentences.

1. is south flock flying of The birds

2. because cannot dumb she speak Yilan is

Fill in the gap with the correct word.

__________ beautiful postcard is this?

(1) Who (3) Whose
(2) Which (4) Whom

Please don’t lean ________ the wall, the new coat of paint is not dry yet.

(1) beyond (3) against
(2) above (4) by

Can you make up a sentence using the conjunction 'because'?

Can you make up a sentence using the preposition 'beneath'?

1 mark for every correct answer.

Total marks out of a possible 19: / 19